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The reduction af CO2 and CRl enuSSlOns to atmosphere is a mat ter of great concern nowadays 
since both gases can cont ribute significant ly to t he so-called greenhouse efrect that describes the 
trapping of heat near earth' s surface by gases in t he atmosphere. At t he same time CO2/CRl 
separations are of interest in treat ing gas streams like landf1ll gas, biogas and coal-bed methane. 
Accorelingly, t here is a need to investigate on t his topic anel t hat can be done with improved effi cient 
technologies to separate or remOve CO2 and CH4 from exhaust gases. Two recent reviews discuss 
this matter with great detai! concerning the use of adsorbents (porous soliels) baseel technologies 
to hanelle C0 2 capture anel C02/CRl separations [1 , 2J. Biogas is mainly composed by CRI (50 
to 70%) anel C0 2 (30 to 40%) anel to obtain a high energy content CO2 needs to be separated 
fram CRl. For this purpose a variety of soliel physical aelsorbents have been considered ineluding 
molecular sieve zeoli tes and a new elass of aelsorbents nameel lvIetal-Organic Frameworks (lvIOFs) . 
The technology for biogas upgrading using adsorbents is called Pressure Swing Aelsorption (PSA). 
\'Vith this technique, carbon elioxiele is separated fram the biogas by adsorption under elevateel 
pressure. The aelsorbing material , is regenerateel by a sequential elecrease in pressure before t he 
column is reloaeleel again, hence t he name of the technique. In this work, we will present sorption 
equilibriulll, kinetic and fixed bed data of CO2 , CH4 in MOF-508b and zeolite 13X at 303, 323 and 
343 K and partial pressures UI' to 4.5 bar. These data are fitt ed with appropriate isotherm moelels. 
At the same time single, binary anel ternary breakthrough curves were measureel to provide required 
data to develop anel validate a mathematical moelel baseel on the LDF approximation for the mass 
transfer , which could be used in the implementation (simulation) of a cyelic adsorption processes 
(PSA) for t he purification of biogas and C02 sequestration. 
[IJ G. Férey, C. Serre. T . Devic, G. Maurin , H. Jobic, P. L. Llewellin, G. Weireld , A. Virnont, IvI. Daturi , J. 
S. Chang, Why hybrid soJids capture greenhouse gases? , Chern. Soe R eli. 40 ( 2(11 ) 550-562. 
[2J D. M. D'Alessandro, B. Smit , Jeffrey R. Long, Carbon Dioxide Capt.ure: Prospects for New Materi-
als,Angew. Cllem. Int. Ed. 49 (2010) 6058 - 6082. 
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One can state that the application of the scientific methoel generally implies the construction of 
some kind of model which allows an easier way of dealing with and interpreting the complexit.y of 
the physical worlel. On the other hand , for millennia the mathematical language has praven to be an 
ieleal co de for the creation of these physical lllodels of reality. Thus, much of t he scientific process 
may encompass t he tasks of mathematical representing the physical data (modelling), and then 
solving the obtaineel mathematical mo deIs (simulation) in various condit ions. Here, we follow this 
two step process in order to study specific systems regareling chemical industrial processes for the 
production of biodiesel. Biodiesel is an al ternative fuel to the conventional petrochemical fuels, anel 
can be useel as a total or partial substit ll te of petroeliesel in compl'ession-ignit ioIl internaI combustion 
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